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During the nineteenth century, history emerged as a distinctive discipline of professional

scholarship alongside sociology, anthropology, economics, and other fields of study. From the

mid-nineteenth century to the present, professional historical scholarship has demonstrated a

powerful capacity to offer persuasive accounts that interpret and explain the development of

individual human communities that are ostensibly coherent and distinct from one another.

Historians have focused their attention most commonly on national communities, but also to a

lesser extent on religious or ethnic groups. They have carefully charted the birth,

development, and decline of these communities, as well as relationships between their chosen

societies and neighbouring groups. They have studied the institutions, constitutions, historical

experiences, social development, and cultural production of their communities in marvellous

detail. They have crafted compelling narrative accounts and incisive analytical studies that

enrich understanding of human communities and their collective experiences.

Notwithstanding ideological disagreements, methodological disputes, interpretative debates,

and epistemological critiques, there can be no serious doubt that professional historical

scholarship has generated deep insights into the dynamics of human societies that in its

absence would have been difficult or impossible to attain.

Yet professional historical scholarship is by no means a problem-free enterprise. To

the contrary, numerous problems of knowledge, perspective, prior ideological commitment,

and narrative technique embarrass historians seeking to offer a Rankean account of the past

wie es eigentlich gewesen ist. One problem that is particularly momentous for present

purposes arises, almost dialectically, from the fact that professional historians have

experienced great success by focusing their gaze almost exclusively on individual

communities, and most particularly on national communities. In many ways individual

communities have served historians well as a focus of analysis because they have shaped the

ways that almost all human beings have led their lives. Accordingly, they make appropriate

contexts for many of the issues that historians study. But the near-exclusive focus on the

experiences of national communities and other ostensibly coherent and distinct groups has

blinkered historians’ vision and blinded them to processes that transcend single societies.
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It is worthwhile to recall that historians have not always taken such a narrow angle of

vision on the past. While certainly reflecting the perspectives of their own societies, historians

of earlier eras like Herodotus, Sima Qian, and Juvaini found ways of taking the larger world

into account. During the late Enlightenment, the Göttingen historians Johann Cristoph

Gatterer and August Ludwig Schlözer worked toward the creation of an analytical

Universalgeschichte. Global conflicts of the twentieth century prompted reflections on world

history from a remarkably diverse group of intellectuals–most of them not professional

historians–including H.G. Wells, Oswald Spengler, Arnold Toynbee, and Jawarharlal Nehru,

among others.

During the nineteenth century, however, just as scholars were fashioning history into a

professional scholarly discipline, two other momentous historical processes were also in train.

One was ideological: the construction of the notion that Europe is the locus of genuine

historical development. The other was political: the building of powerful national states. Both

had profound implications for historical scholarship and the conception of history itself as an

intellectual endeavour.

As European peoples industrialised their societies and colonised distant parts of the

world in the nineteenth century, they also came to see Europe as the site of genuine historical

development. This notion was crucial for the development of history as a professional

scholarly discipline because it implied strict limitations on the subject matter and scope of

historical inquiry. In the view of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, the Mediterranean basin

was ‘the centre of World-History’ without which ‘the History of the World could not be

conceived.’ By contrast, east Asia was ‘severed from the process of general historical

development, and has no share in it.’  As for Africa, it was ‘the land of childhood, which lying

beyond the day of self-conscious history, is enveloped in the dark mantle of Night.’ As a

result, Africa was ‘no historical part of the World; it has no movement or development to

exhibit.’ As for the western hemisphere, ‘America has always shown itself physically and

psychically powerless, and still shows itself so.’ Like Africa, America had no history,

properly speaking, although European peoples were working to introduce history there, so

Hegel viewed it as ‘the land of the future, where, in the ages that lie before us, the burden of

the World’s History shall reveal itself’ as European peoples and their descendants continued

to drive historical development.1

Hegel was a philosopher, not a historian, and I am quite well aware both that his view

of history was very complex and that he had his own reasons for his views. Nevertheless, he

provided a powerful philosophical justification for limiting the scope of true historical
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analysis to Europe. During the nineteenth century, scholars obliged him by constructing a

global division of labour whereby historians dealt with the ancient Mediterranean and Europe,

while orientalists took the complex, literate societies of Mesopotamia, Egypt, Persia, India,

and China as their fields of special expertise, and the peoples without history in Africa,

Southeast Asia, tropical America, and Oceania fell to the anthropologists. By the mid-

nineteenth century, so far as professional historians were concerned, world history had

become European history. Leopold von Ranke echoed the language of Enlightenment

historians like Gatterer and Schlözer when he spoke of a universal history that ‘embraces the

events of all times and nations.’ Ranke thought of universal history not as a mere collection of

national histories, ‘for in such a work the general connection of things is liable to be obscured.

To recognise this connection, to trace the sequence of those great events which link all nations

together and control their destinies, is the task which the science of Universal History

undertakes.’ Yet at the very same time, Ranke also held that ‘the Oriental nations’ played no

role in this undertaking: ‘the nations whose characteristic is eternal repose form a hopeless

starting point for one who would understand the internal movement of Universal History.’ As

a result, the horizons of Ranke’s own universal history (published 1880-1888) did not extend

beyond the Mediterranean basin and Europe.2 Thus world history became European history,

and European history became the only world history that really mattered.

But what were the proper frameworks of historical analysis? As philosophers and

historians were constructing a vision of Europe as the axis of world history, they also agreed

that the proper units of historical analysis were national communities. In this they reflected

the fervent nationalism and intense state-building of nineteenth-century Europe. This state-

building process prompted widespread fascination with national communities and profoundly

influenced the development of historical scholarship. Indeed, professional historical

scholarship is basically an artefact of the national-state era of world history: in the absence of

national states, professional historical scholarship as we know it is almost inconceivable.

Following Hegel again, early professional historians like Leopold von Ranke regarded

states, especially national states, as the pre-eminent agents of history. Ranke once referred to

states as ‘spiritual substances ... thoughts of God,’ and Peter Novick has aptly characterised

his approach to the past as one of ‘pantheistic state-worship.’3 Beginning already in the early

nineteenth century, national states sought to encourage close relations with historians. They

subsidised the discipline of history by supporting universities, establishing professorial chairs

in history, maintaining archives, funding societies to publish historical documents,

underwriting research projects that contributed to national history, and making a place for
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patriotic curricula in public schools.4 Without this kind of support, professional historical

scholarship as we know it simply could not have emerged. For their part, professional and

popular historians alike responded enthusiastically to these initiatives and routinely paid

homage to their national communities. They focused their gaze on the experiences of national

communities as expressed through their institutions, constitutions, and relations with

neighbours. They often composed intensely patriotic accounts, and their works served as

legitimising genealogies of national communities. The construction of these legitimising

genealogies always involved the stretching and retrojection (xxx) of national stories into the

past so as to appropriate some earlier events and experiences (while excluding others) and to

fashion them into linear national narratives.5

Contemporary historians have mostly moderated if not abandoned the patriotism of

their nineteenth-century predecessors, but their enchantment with national communities

persists to the present day. While addressing themes quite different from those of traditional

political and diplomatic history, for example, social historians and feminist scholars cast their

studies almost exclusively within the frameworks of national communities: it is a simple

matter to think of works on topics like the formation of the English working class or the

experiences of women in American history.6 The metanarratives informing these works

clearly suggest that class and gender are portable constructs of near-universal significance, but

it is extremely rare for historians to address issues of class and gender in anything larger than

a national context. Even those who actively resist patriotic narratives have most commonly

seen fit to view the past through the lenses of national communities.7 And even when

historians deal with eras before the emergence of national states, they usually focus their

analyses on individual societies such as imperial China or medieval Germany that eventually

became national communities, thus viewing the past through the lenses of a world divided

into national states.

The point here is not to attack European history and national history per se, but rather

those approaches that fetishise Europe and the nation, along with their underlying

assumptions that Europe and the nation are unproblematic starting points, frameworks, or

standards for historical analysis. Europe has been tremendously influential in world history,

especially for the past five hundred years or so, even if it has never been the exclusive locus

of historical development, and there can be no doubt that European experiences merit

prominent attention in the annals of modern history. Similarly, national states make pertinent

contexts for the examination of many historical problems because they have been terribly

effective mobilisers of human resources and have determined the conditions under which
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many peoples have led their lives. Besides that, they are also important for the understanding

of the world beyond national communities themselves: some of them have played large roles

on the world stage, and the organisation of peoples into national communities has itself

become a supremely important global political process over the past two centuries.

Since about the 1960s, however, a powerful body of scholarship has drawn attention to

the significance of large-scale historical processes like mass migration, campaigns of imperial

expansion, cross-cultural trade, biological exchanges, transfers of technology, and cultural

exchanges. In combination, these processes have profoundly influenced the development of

individual societies and the world as a whole. In doing so, they have largely ignored national

and cultural boundary lines, and they call for analytical frameworks and approaches quite

different from those conventionally observed by professional historians. Indeed, much of the

scholarship on large-scale processes has been the work of sociologists, anthropologists,

economists, and political scientists, who on the whole have been less timid than historians in

trespassing the boundary lines of individual societies. Recently, however, historians have

manifested greater willingness to expand their analytical focus than at any time since the late

eighteenth century. Scholars like William H. McNeill, Philip D. Curtin, Alfred W. Crosby,

and others have convincingly demonstrated both that it is possible to undertake properly

historical analyses of large-scale processes and that these analyses yield large returns on the

investment. As a result, a new kind of world history has emerged to complement women’s

history, gender analysis, social history, quantitative history, and other approaches by which

historians have sought better and more realistic understandings of the world and its

development through time.

The panel on ‘Cultural Encounters Between the Continents Over the Centuries’

presents a sampler of scholarship seeking to push historical analysis beyond the assumptions

that Europe is the locus of genuine historical development and that individual national

communities are the most useful focuses of historical analysis. Ranging widely through time

and space, presentations on the panel address a variety of thematic issues, and they make

useful suggestions for the enrichment of historical scholarship. This introduction to the panel

will discuss presentations not chronologically or geographically, but thematically, as they bear

on approaches to global historical analysis.

Patricia Seed explicitly addresses the issue of analytical framework in her brief essay

entitled ‘World History: Beyond the Nation.’ Seed traces contemporary conceptions of history

to the emergence of the national state as the dominant form of political organisation first in

Europe and later throughout the world. In the politically competitive world system of national
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states, Seed argues, the function of historians was ‘to narrate the nation–[to] tell of the

glorious deeds of its founders, its (acceptable) weaknesses, and its prospects for future glory.’

Seed identifies two developments in particular that have undermined this approach to the past.

One is the collapse of the communist bloc, which altered the ideological context that had

shaped historical narratives for half a century and reduced demand for patriotic histories. The

other is the emergence of international communications networks like e-mail systems, which

facilitate direct exchanges between historians in different lands and make it more difficult, so

Seed argues, to sustain ideologically charged visions of the past. What is the result of these

developments for historical scholarship? They will undermine traditional political and social

history, Seed believes, while encouraging the development of environmental history, the

histories of natural products like sugar and cotton, and the histories of diaspora communities.

Just as national and international politics deeply influenced historical scholarship for the past

century and more, so a new political situation will place different historical problems and

issues on professional historians’ analytical agendas.

The historiography of the United States of America has good potential to serve as a

test case of Seed’s views on historical scholarship in the context of a politically competitive

system of national states. Michael Adas offers a nuanced analysis of the historiography of

American exceptionalism in his contribution, ‘From Settler Colony to Global Hegemon:

Integrating the Exceptionalist Narrative of the American Experience into World History.’

Adas’s starting point is the Puritan vision of their settlement in New England as ‘a city upon a

hill’ that would guide other peoples toward righteousness. Over the centuries, professional

historians joined politicians, social commentators, and others in viewing the United States as a

unique historical experiment. This wildly popular American exceptionalism yielded different

and sometimes contradictory understandings of the United States and its place in world

history. It served as a foundation for national pride in the combination of democratic

constitution, individual rights, social mobility, economic opportunity, free enterprise, and

general prosperity experienced in the United States. For some, this good fortune has implied

an obligation on the part of Americans to help other peoples build similar societies for

themselves–a view that fuelled modernisation theory with its vision of America’s own

civilising mission. The underside of this national pride, though, was an ethnocentric disdain

that sometimes hardened into racist contempt for other societies–a pattern traced in detail by

Adas himself in his influential book Machines as the Measure of Men.8 Here Adas clearly

exposes the paradox underlying these views: the United States was the unique product of an
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exceptional history, but its values and institutions had universal validity as standards that

others should emulate.

In fact, however, on closer inspection it appears that the experience of the United

States was not so exceptional after all, except in the unremarkable sense in which the

experiences of all societies are unique. (Indeed, even the paradoxical view that the United

States had an exceptional history but a universal mission is not so unique: it resembles both

the notion of European exceptionalism combined with civilising mission and the tension that

Prasenjit Duara has noticed in imperial Japan, where a pan-Asianist civilisation discourse

served to support and legitimise a nationalist ideal.9) To get beyond the paradox underlying

the historiography of exceptionalism, Adas calls for integrative and comparative analysis that

locates U.S. experiences securely in global context. This approach has not been popular with

U.S. historians for several reasons: some scholars have assumed that U.S. historical

development is so unique that it is logically incomparable with other experiences, while

others have simply ignored integrative and comparative possibilities because of practical

obligations to master massive bodies of scholarship focusing on the United States itself.

Nevertheless, the fine examples of scholars like George Fredrickson, Carl Degler, Philip D.

Curtin, Jack Greene, Ian Steele, and others persuades Adas that integrative and comparative

analysis has strong potential to enrich the understanding of U.S. history.

The most promising way to bring the United States back into world history, Adas

suggests, would be move away from national narratives and focus rather on processes,

institutions, social movements, and discourses. Settler colonialism, frontier expansion,

slavery, racism, segregation, industrialisation, imperialism, mass immigration, and the spread

of global capitalism are all crucial aspects of U.S. historical experience, to be sure, but by no

means are they exclusively American stories. Going beyond the nation-centred historiography

of exceptionalism entails exploring the connections linking the United States with other lands

and peoples. Considering the massive political, military, economic, and cultural impact of the

United States on the rest of the world since the early twentieth century, the integrative and

comparative approach advocated by Adas becomes a moral responsibility as well as an

intellectual imperative.

The panel on cultural encounters between the continents over the centuries presents

several essays that deal with processes precisely like those that Adas envisions as links

between the United States and the rest of the world. John R. McNeill addresses the most basic

material foundations of human society and indeed of all life on earth in his presentation on

‘Biological Exchange and Biological Invasions in World History.’ McNeill focuses on long-
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distance exchanges, which in almost all cases have taken place in association with human

migrations and travels, and which have profoundly influenced the development of individual

societies and the world as a whole.  He identifies several patterns of biological exchange,

while taking into account both the human agency that sponsored it and the social effects that it

brought about. One pattern involves transfers over land. Biological exchange of this sort

began in deep prehistory as human migrants occasionally and often perhaps accidentally

carried plants, seeds, insects, or microbes to regions they had not previously reached. This

process of very slow biological diffusion gave way to more rapid and intentional exchanges

with the introduction of agriculture some ten to twelve thousand years ago. For Eurasia,

McNeill identifies three eras of especially intensive biological exchange over land before

1400 CE: the age of the ancient silk roads, the early postclassical period dominated by the

Tang and Abbasid empires, and the era of the Mongol imperium. By about 1400 CE, Eurasia

and north Africa were home to distinct but interacting suites of biological species, including

plants, animals, and microbes.10 Meanwhile, migrants, merchants, and other travellers drove

similar processes of biological exchange over land routes also in sub-Saharan Africa and the

Americas.

McNeill’s second pattern of biological exchange involves transfers across the world’s

seas and oceans. As in the case of overland exchanges, these diffusions began very early

indeed–about 40,000 years ago with the migration of human groups to Australia. The creation

and refinement of sailing vessels facilitated seaborne exchanges such as the introduction of

South American sweet potatoes to the Pacific islands and Asian bananas, yams, and taro to

sub-Saharan Africa. After 1000 BCE shipping in the Indian Ocean basin resulted in transfers

that McNeill dubs the ‘monsoon exchange.’ During the era of the Abbasid dynasty, the

‘Islamic green revolution’ transferred a large suite of food and industrial crops from India and

Southeast Asia to Southwest Asia and the Mediterranean basin, with enormous implications

for agricultural and economic productivity in lands receiving new species.11 After 1400 CE

McNeill sees a third pattern of biological exchange that he calls ‘biological globalisation.’ By

this term he means the processes of Columbian exchange and European ecological

imperialism familiar from the works of Alfred W. Crosby.12 He also has in mind biological

transfers from sub-Saharan Africa to the Americas during the era of the Atlantic slave trade,

particularly yellow fever and falciparum malaria, which quickly established themselves in

tropical regions of the western hemisphere. (Elsewhere McNeill has advanced the intriguing

argument that these diseases perhaps reinforced the early Iberian empires in the Americas

because fresh arrivals faced such a fearsome microbial environment that they could rarely
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threaten established imperial regimes.13) During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,

steamships and air transport fuelled even more rapid and voluminous biological globalisation.

In comparison with the earth’s environmental history since the break-up of Pangaea,

McNeill concludes, the past ten thousand years have been a season of rapid biological

homogenisation. The pace of homogenisation has been a function principally of transportation

technologies and political conditions. 14 It has waxed with adoption of more efficient transport

and also with political preferences for exotic imports or imperial policies that actively

promoted biological exchanges. It has occasionally waned when war, piracy, brigandage, or

anarchy have discouraged travel and trade. In general, however, biological exchanges over

long distances have increased during the past ten thousand years, pushing the world toward

biological homogenisation, and they have profoundly influenced the course of world history

at all levels.

Human migration is a special kind of biological exchange of particular importance for

global historical analysis, and building on his recent study of African slavery, David Eltis

discusses a prominent case in his contribution on ‘Free and Coerced Migrations: The Atlantic

in Global Perspective.’15 In the context of human migration in general, Eltis sees Atlantic

migration from 1500 to 1850 as distinctive in that it was the first large case in which most

migrants were unwilling, involuntary travellers. Indeed, during the two centuries from about

1630 to 1830, the vast majority of migrants to the western hemisphere travelled under some

kind of coercion or labour debt to others. Yet paradoxically, professional historians and the

general public alike have associated Atlantic migration with personal and political freedom.

Eltis’s principal concern is to explore and explain the different labour regimes under

which different peoples migrated to the Americas before the twentieth century. Like many

scholars before him, Eltis recognises the economic dimension of Atlantic migration: ‘At one

level,’ he says, ‘the direction and composition of the repeopling of the Americas is a function

of the relative price of labour, with the relative distribution of free and enslaved peoples (or

the proportion of migrants coming from Europe and Africa) settled by wages and prices of

slaves.’ By the mid-seventeenth century the demographic collapse of indigenous American

societies, the introduction of the plantation system employing gang labour, and increased

efficiency of maritime transport prompted European planters to seek large numbers of

imported labourers. They could have addressed their labour problem in any of several ways:

by employing wage labour, for example, by seeking coerced labour wherever it was least

expensive (including Europe), or by importing coerced labour from reservoirs far distant from

either the plantations or the consumers of plantation products. Only a few planters attempted
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to ban coerced labour and rely exclusively on expensive wage labour. The vast majority chose

to use some variety of coerced labour. Coerced labourers from Europe were prisoners of war,

convicts, or indentured labourers. But the supply of these groups was woefully insufficient to

meet the demand for labour, so planters turned to African slaves.

Granting that the slave trade reflected the relative price of labour in the Atlantic Ocean

basin, nevertheless, in Eltis’s view, economic considerations by themselves cannot account

adequately for the measures adopted by planters to solve their labour problems. Alongside

economics, Eltis insists that cultural considerations also crucially affected the patterns of

Atlantic migration. It was not economic necessity so much as cultural premises that prompted

planters to rely on coerced rather than free labour: relatively cheap coerced labour supported

faster economic growth and larger profits, to be sure, but reliance on coerced labour was only

possible because of widely shared agreement that it was a perfectly legal and moral practice.

Similarly, cultural presumptions rather than economics explain the fact that unfree European

labourers were prisoners, convicts, or indentured labourers, while almost all unfree African

labourers were chattel slaves: European peoples were not willing to enslave other European

peoples because of shared identity (on some level), but they were willing to enslave African

peoples whom they regarded as culturally different and eligible for servitude. (Meanwhile, of

course, some African peoples regarded other African peoples as different enough that they

were eligible for servitude, and in the absence of this perspective the Atlantic slave trade

would have been impossible.) By the mid-nineteenth century, though, assumptions permitting

the use of coerced labour were losing their force, and by the early twentieth century most

forms of coerced labour had died an unnatural death–killed, Eltis argues, by changing values

rather than economic pressures. By this account, then, value shifts were just as crucial as

economic considerations in explaining patterns of Atlantic migration. Eltis’s optimistic

conclusion is that over the long run, the process of migration forces migrants toward broader

conceptions of identity that undermine the assumptions of difference that permit the brutal

exploitation and even enslavement of some peoples by others.

Migration has often taken place in the context of cross-cultural trade and interaction

between peoples of different societies. Both trade and migration come into focus in the

presentation of Takeshi Hamashita, who probes the dynamics of a large-scale Asian maritime

zone in ‘A History of Maritime Asia and East Asian Regional Dynamism, 1600-1900:

Maritime Asia from Okinawa to the Hong Kong Networks.’ Where Eltis sees significant

cultural discontinuity between 1600 and 1900 in the Atlantic Ocean basin, Hamashita sees

considerable economic and commercial continuity during the same era in maritime Asia. But
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what does ‘maritime Asia’ mean? Hamashita views Asia not as a collection of states, but

rather as a series of nested zones facilitating communication and exchange through maritime

networks of various kinds–an approach that reflects the Sinocentric east Asian tribute system

as well as contemporary regionalisation, transnational trade networks, and political

experimentation with ‘one country, two systems’ models.16 Maritime Asia, then, refers not so

much to any particular land as it does to a land-sea nexus that influences social, economic,

and cultural development throughout the region. Maritime Asia takes its shape from the chain

of seas that link lands from Kamchatka and Siberia to Australia and India. At the northern end

of the chain is the Sea of Okhotsk, which provides access to the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea,

the East China Sea, and the South China Sea. From there the sea-chain splits in two: the South

China Sea connects with the Sulu Sea leading to the Banda, Coral, and Tasman Seas on the

east, while on the west it connects with the Java Sea leading to the Strait of Melaka and the

Bay of Bengal. Within this larger maritime zone, Hamashita sees two subregions of special

historical significance: one centred on the East China Sea, the other on the South China Sea.

At various times, ports such as Nagasaki, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Melaka, and Singapore have

emerged to facilitate communication and exchange within these subregions.

Maritime Asia, Hamashita argues, has long been ‘an open, multi-cultural realm that

was diverse and well-integrated,’ much like the Indian Ocean basin as envisioned by Philip D.

Curtin and K.N. Chaudhuri.17 Maritime Asia has been a site of significant cultural exchange,

but Hamashita concentrates on trade and migration that have linked the fortunes of peoples

across political frontiers throughout the region. As for trade, the tribute system provided a

structure for commercial exchanges in maritime Asia for many centuries, although unofficial

private trade usually if not always greatly exceeded official tribute trade in volume.

Hamashita draws special attention to the role of Okinawa and the Ryukyu Islands as a hinge

between the two big subregions of maritime Asia from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century.

As for migration, Hamashita views nineteenth-century labour migrations through Hong Kong

in the context of the much longer process of Chinese expansion in Southeast Asia. He sees

nineteenth-century migrations themselves as having significance with considerable relevance

for more recent times. Financial remittances by migrant workers tightened China’s financial

ties with other lands and served as a foundation for the principal Chinese banks of the early

twentieth century. Political conditions during the second half of the twentieth century

encouraged nationalist historical analysis that occluded the recognition of maritime Asia and

the dynamics that drove it, but the current era of regionalisation and globalisation is helping to

bring it into focus.
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Trade facilitates not only migration, as in the cases studied by Eltis and Hamashita, but

also the diffusion of technological knowledge and skills. Nicola di Cosmo addresses issues of

technological transfers in his essay on ‘European Technology and Manchu Power: Reflections

on the ‘Military Revolution’ in Seventeenth Century China.’ Di Cosmo takes the larger

military revolution as the context for examining the roles of firearms and gunpowder weapons

in early modern China.18 Though originally discovered in China, gunpowder diffused to

western lands after the Mongol conquests of the thirteenth century. Muslim and European

armies quickly recognised the military potential of gunpowder, and they developed weapons

and technologies that went beyond those received via the Mongols from China. Thus, as

Arnold Pacey has suggested, the spread of gunpowder and related technologies did not take

the form of simple diffusion so much as technological dialogue or dialectic.19 By the fifteenth

century Ottoman and some European commanders possessed powerful gunpowder-based

weapons, which figured prominently in the complex package of tactics, strategy, and

weaponry brought about by the military revolution. Early in the sixteenth century, advanced

gunpowder weapons began to flow eastward: European cannon may well have reached China

before Portuguese mariners arrived at Melaka in 1511. They travelled by both land and sea:

the silk roads became gunpowder routes that facilitated the spread of firearms and cannons

throughout much of central Asia and east Asia in early modern times, while European and

Muslim shipping introduced advanced weapons and techniques to coastal regions from India

and Southeast Asia to China and Japan. Asian consumers always displayed especially strong

interest in European weapons, but di Cosmo makes it clear that the early flow of gunpowder

weapons to Asian lands was by no means an exclusively European affair. To the contrary,

Ottoman agents also were prominent in the diffusion, and both Europeans and Ottomans acted

with the assistance of intermediaries in India, central Asia, Malaya, and Japan.

Once arrived in China, advanced gunpowder weapons, and especially those of

European design, played significant roles in political conflicts of early modern times. Ming

armies relied on heavy cannon and Portuguese military expertise in defending China from

Manchu expansion. For their part, Manchus made little use of gunpowder weapons until 1631,

when they began to produce heavy cannon using Ming prototypes, which in turn depended on

Portuguese models. After toppling the Ming and founding the Qing dynasty, Manchu rulers of

China continued to employ advanced gunpowder weapons in putting down rebellions. Di

Cosmo holds that the Manchus turned readily to European technological experts to design

new weapons and supervise their production, but that internal needs dictated the features,

qualities, and capacities of the new weapons. During the War of the Three Feudatories (1673-
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1681), for example, the Flemish Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest supervised the design and

construction of new, specialised types of cannon that were quite powerful but also light

enough to transport and deploy in the rugged terrain of Southwest China.

Di Cosmo holds that the Manchus supported development of new military

technologies through the late seventeenth century in order to consolidate their hold on China,

but that they sponsored little or no continuing development in the eighteenth century because

they had no compelling reason to invest resources in new weaponry. They did not support a

pool of expertise in military engineering, so they lacked the integrated scientific and

technological knowledge necessary for the production of advanced weapons. They tightly

centralised their firearms corps and discouraged further experimentation with gunpowder

weapons. They sought to limit military expenditures, which meant that little financial support

was available for weapons development in any case. And they strictly controlled access to

firearms, lest powerful weapons should fall into the wrong hands. For all these reasons,

Chinese military capacity declined relative to that of European peoples throughout the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Thus di Cosmo’s analysis sheds light on the theme of

cross-cultural technological transfer by examining a technology of Chinese invention that

travelled to distant lands, underwent refinement and further development, and returned to

China with significant consequences. The transfer of firearms technologies, he concludes,

‘links closely the history of the Manchu conquest of China with the broader currents of world

history.’

Di Cosmo’s study demonstrates effectively the need to consider both global

developments and the local contexts where they unfolded when dealing with complex cross-

cultural processes. Leonard Blussé’s contribution, ‘Amongst Feigned Friends and Declared

Enemies,’ takes this principle even further and explores the working-out of cross-cultural

processes through the prisms of individual experiences. Although they found themselves

‘amongst feigned friends and declared enemies’ throughout Asia, representatives of the Dutch

Vereenigdte Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) managed to trade profitably and build an

extensive network of forts, factories, and plantations that lasted almost two centuries.

Scholarship often emphasises the use of force in explaining VOC success–and the VOC

charter specifically granted the company the right to resort to coercion and conquest in

pursuing its commercial interests–but Blussé maintains that Dutch representatives actually

had a reputation for diplomacy in Asian lands. Indeed, the VOC High Government in Batavia

itself recommended reliance on the soft hand: ‘The best [way] is to submit to the laws of these

Asian countries .... we deem it to be much better for us to be subjected to the laws and
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customs of those lands than to resort to arms, as long as it is tolerable and one can still trade

profitably there.’ Blussé’s present concern is to investigate Dutch diplomacy with Asian

powers in the interests of promoting a ‘new diplomatic history’ (on the model of the ‘new

military history’) that would consider early modern diplomatic dealings in their proper

political, economic, and social contexts.

Blussé draws on extensive collections of diplomatic correspondence, treaties, and

agreements deriving from VOC experiences in Asian lands. He finds that VOC

representatives paid close attention to Asian diplomatic ritual–sometimes after an initial

season of confusion–and observed local protocol even when it required them to abase

themselves. He notes that VOC representatives distinguished more or less reasonably between

different kinds of territory and different kinds of ruler, all of which called for diplomatic

adjustments on the part of businessmen seeking profits, while the policies and activities of

their Portuguese, Spanish, English, and French rivals required further diplomatic tacking by

the VOC. To illustrate the diplomatic skills of VOC emissaries, Blussé cites the experiences

of François Caron and J.A. Paravicini. Caron successfully negotiated the continued presence

of VOC merchants in Japan during the tension-filled 1630s and 1640s when the early

Tokugawa shoguns expelled other Europeans and waged a violent anti-Christian crusade.

Dutch merchants were completely at the shoguns’ mercy, and several times they faced the

prospect of immediate expulsion. Caron won their right to remain, however, by adopting a

posture of total subservience to the shogun. Paravicini relied on the opposite tactic of bravado

and bluster by calling the bluff of armed bodyguards while seeking a trade agreement with the

sultan of Banjarmasin in Borneo. In both cases, VOC ambassadors achieved their aims by

skilfully appraising local conditions and adopting appropriate diplomatic tactics.

Like Blussé, Carter Vaughn Findley brings focus to the cultural dimension of cross-

cultural relationships in his detailed monographic study of ‘A Quixotic Author and His Great

Taxonomy: Mouradgea d’Ohsson and His Tableau Général de l’Empire Othoman.’ As in the

case of his article on the travel account of Ahmed Midhat, an Ottoman traveller who visited

Europe in the late nineteenth century, Findley views issues of cross-cultural communication

through the lenses of individual experiences.20 The subject here is Ignatius Mouradgea

d’Ohsson (1740-1807), born in Izmir to an Armenian Catholic father and a French or

Levantine mother. Wealthy, sophisticated, intelligent, and linguistically gifted, d’Ohsson

spent many years as an employee of the Swedish embassy in Istanbul, and he eventually

served as chief of mission there. He built a reputation as a skilled power-broker in the

cosmopolitan circles of eighteenth-century diplomacy. As an Ottoman subject, albeit a liminal
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subject and a francophile, he nourished a healthy concern about the expanding Russian

empire: his principal diplomatic objective was to keep France and Sweden as Ottoman allies

and discourage them from entering into close relations with Russia. In 1784, in the interests of

promoting the Ottoman empire as an attractive ally, d’Ohsson went to Paris, where he

remained for the next seven years working on his magnificent, lavishly illustrated,

encyclopedic Tableau général de l’empire Othoman.

This Tableau général is the focus of Findley’s analysis. It offers a detailed description

of the Ottoman realm, and it reflects d’Ohsson’s personal experience in presenting

particularly valuable information on the workings of the Ottoman government. Its engravings

constitute a rich compilation of visual documentation on Ottoman society in the late

eighteenth century. Although it was the work of an Ottoman subject, it takes the form of an

encyclopedic publication long familiar to European readers of the eighteenth century. In fact,

d’Ohsson tailored his work to European readers in other ways as well. His political purpose in

composing the Tableau général was to explain the Ottoman empire to the larger world and

present it as a rational state deserving an honourable place in the larger world order. He took

special pains to counter popular European perceptions of the Ottoman empire as a lawless and

unpredictable oriental despotism–a challenge in late-Enlightenment Paris, where many

philosophers were professional (and sometimes paid) admirers of Russia’s Catherine II.

Although he granted the need for improved communications with Europeans and better

methods of educating Ottoman princes for their political duties, d’Ohsson portrayed the

Ottoman sultans as refined sovereigns who ruled by law and wisdom–better candidates for the

title of enlightened despot than contemporary rulers of imperial Russia and Austria. The

French revolution brought rapid intellectual change as well as political turbulence, and in the

post-revolutionary world, d’Ohsson’s massive work never received the attention or wielded

the influence that he hoped for. Nevertheless, it testifies to d’Ohsson’s urge to communicate

across cultural boundary lines and lay a cultural foundation for political co-operation.

The presentations of this session on cultural encounters between the continents over

the centuries do not share a common perspective on world history. To the contrary, they

reflect fundamentally different assumptions about the nature of historical development and the

most useful guiding principles of historical analysis. McNeill, Hamashita, and di Cosmo focus

primarily on the material foundations of human societies, for example, while Eltis, Blussé,

and Findley place more emphasis on the cultural perspectives that guide human action. Taken

together, however, as suggested by Seed and Adas, the presentations of this session

demonstrate the potential of global historical analysis to bring focus to processes of cross-
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cultural interaction, large-scale integration, and globalisation that rarely come into clear view

in the vast majority of historical scholarship that looks at the past through the lenses of

individual, ostensibly coherent and distinct communities and that takes the experiences of

national communities as its particular concern. While keeping large-scale processes in view,

however, these presentations do not lose sight of the local contexts in which all historical

processes have unfolded. Indeed, they do not displace historical analysis of individual

communities so much as they complement it by bringing focus to the interplay of global and

local dynamics that have profoundly influenced the development of individual societies as

well as the world as a whole. As a result, they push historical scholarship in directions that are

particularly appropriate for a world that has long been a site of cross-cultural interaction and

interdependence.
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Comment

Natalie Zemon Davis, Canada

These eight papers all redefine in interesting ways the subject matter and goals of ‘global

history.’  Though national governments are still among the actors, as in Carter Findley’s

account of the changing policies of Sweden and France as they affected the scholar-diplomat

Mouradgea d’Ohsson, they nowhere provide the narrative frame.  The geographical and social

space of history is expanded well beyond national and continental boundaries.  Plants,

persons, animals, goods, and microbes move across oceans and land masses.   Takeshi

Hamashita suggests that the sea is as important a site for historical action and definition as

land.  Patricia Seed insists that natural history be treated along with human history, and that in

this post Cold-War world, diasporas are a more central and long-term subject to examine than

nation-states.

These perspectives are realised differently in the essays.  For some, ‘global history’

means examining a topic--here a form of movement--over the entire world and over the long

sweep of time.  So J.R. McNeill reflects on the patterns of movement of plants, species, and

diseases from pre-history to today.  Others take a less widely defined geographical space or

movement, but explore it over several centuries: David Eltis compares coerced and free

migration across the Atlantic to the Americas over five hundred years; Takeshi Hamashita

follows Pacific trade and tribute relations of the Ryukyu kingdom over five hundred years.

Still other essays take encounters that are more focussed, but expand their significance

by treating them from a wide historical perspective.  Nicola Di Cosmo describes the

introduction of firearms and artillery into China and their use by the Manchu dynasty so as to

recast dramatically the usual picture of the relation of ‘West’ to ‘East.’  Firearms were

provided by the Muslim world in greater numbers than by European traders; the mathematical

and scientific understanding of Jesuit advisers would have had no consequence without the

political and organisational perceptions and skills of the Manchu leaders.  Leonard Blussé

shows that diplomatic encounter and gift exchange were as important a strategy for expansion

of the Dutch East India Company (the VOC) in the Pacific as violence.  In that non-European

ceremonial space, VOC agents were willing to behave very differently than they would back

home in order to ‘win over’ the Japanese and others to their interests.

Even an individual life and text can lend itself to a global-history frame, as we see in

Carter Findley’s learned exploration of the life of Mouradgea d’Ohsson and his grandiose
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Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman.  Son of a French mother and an Armenian Catholic

father in Istanbul, Mouradgea d’Ohsson was translator and then diplomat for the Swedish

embassy in Istanbul, an entrepreneur and financier, and author of a multi-volumed work on

Islamic law and Turkish society and custom.  Findley describes the multiple cultural

encounters embedded within d’Ohsson’s life and publication as he moves back and forth

between Istanbul and Paris.

An analytical goal of some of the essays is an improved theory of causation regarding

an existing controversy.  For instance, David Eltis uses his long-term look at trans-Atlantic

immigration to demonstrate that the decline of slavery was brought about by anti-slavery

sentiment, not by a decline in profitability.  Eltis’s method here resembles that of traditional

quantitative history. Another analytical goal in these essays draws more fully on the

advantages of wide-canvas global history: to discover through interpretation and comparison

alternate historical paths and trajectories.  In Takeshi Hamashita’s picture of Pacific societies,

state-formation does not inevitably proceed in the direction of centralised sovereign polities.

Rather the suzerain-vassal tie, cemented by tribute gifts, is an alternate path, one given new

life recently by the ‘one country/two systems’ principle underlying Hong Kong’s connection

with China.  Nicola Di Cosmo undermines a familiar narrative in the history of technology,

military strength, and politics, in which the West had the successful path by which other

societies are evaluated.  Di Cosmo shows that the Manchus, without firearms and with fewer

men, won their earliest battles against the Ming army with its artillery through quick military

tactics.  Further, European scientific guidance bears fruit only when coupled with the

determination of the Manchus to organise for improved weaponry. But, once their rulership

was established, the Manchus decided not to seek an ever increasing army and ever improving

weaponry, but rather to keep down military expenses and prevent the extensive circulation of

firearms in the society at large.  Rather than judging this an inferior version of a western

model, Di Cosmo simply sets it out as a history alternate to that of western polities.

A few of the papers do seek a single overall narrative.  It is not, however, the ‘rise of

the West.’  The effort to avoid this common narrative has sometimes led courses in world

history to say rather little about western history and about the history of the United States in

particular.  ‘World history’ becomes, then, the history of non-western places and peoples.

Michael Adas’s paper highlights this omission, pointing out that American historians have

contributed to it themselves by insisting upon American ‘exceptionalism.’   In a sense all

societies have their ‘exceptional’ characteristics, and it is the task of the new global history to

seek ways to tell their stories together.
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The overall narrative offered in J. R. McNeill’s paper on biological exchange is from a

long pre-historical period when ‘most species stayed at home’ over centuries of movement to

the present period of world wide ‘homogenisation of ecosystems.’  A similar narrative often

holds together global histories organised around the theme of communication: from a world of

separate entities to a world of comprehensive exchange of information and goods.

The question remains whether a single master narrative is an adequate goal for global

history.  I think not.  Master narratives are especially vulnerable to be taken over by patterns

characteristic of the historian’s time and place, however useful they may be for accounting for

some of the historical evidence.   If a new decentred global history is discovering important

alternate historical paths and trajectories, then it might also do well to let its big stories be

alternate or multiple.  The challenge for global history is to place these narratives creatively

within an interactive frame.
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Comment

Natalie Zemon Davis, Canada

These eight papers all redefine in interesting ways the subject matter and goals of ‘global

history.’  Though national governments are still among the actors, as in Carter Findley’s

account of the changing policies of Sweden and France as they affected the scholar-diplomat

Mouradgea d’Ohsson, they nowhere provide the narrative frame.  The geographical and social

space of history is expanded well beyond national and continental boundaries.  Plants,

persons, animals, goods, and microbes move across oceans and land masses.   Takeshi

Hamashita suggests that the sea is as important a site for historical action and definition as

land.  Patricia Seed insists that natural history be treated along with human history, and that in

this post Cold-War world, diasporas are a more central and long-term subject to examine than

nation-states.

These perspectives are realised differently in the essays.  For some, ‘global history’

means examining a topic--here a form of movement--over the entire world and over the long

sweep of time.  So J.R. McNeill reflects on the patterns of movement of plants, species, and

diseases from pre-history to today.  Others take a less widely defined geographical space or

movement, but explore it over several centuries: David Eltis compares coerced and free

migration across the Atlantic to the Americas over five hundred years; Takeshi Hamashita

follows Pacific trade and tribute relations of the Ryukyu kingdom over five hundred years.

Still other essays take encounters that are more focussed, but expand their significance

by treating them from a wide historical perspective.  Nicola Di Cosmo describes the

introduction of firearms and artillery into China and their use by the Manchu dynasty so as to

recast dramatically the usual picture of the relation of ‘West’ to ‘East.’  Firearms were

provided by the Muslim world in greater numbers than by European traders; the mathematical

and scientific understanding of Jesuit advisers would have had no consequence without the

political and organisational perceptions and skills of the Manchu leaders.  Leonard Blussé

shows that diplomatic encounter and gift exchange were as important a strategy for expansion

of the Dutch East India Company (the VOC) in the Pacific as violence.  In that non-European

ceremonial space, VOC agents were willing to behave very differently than they would back

home in order to ‘win over’ the Japanese and others to their interests.

Even an individual life and text can lend itself to a global-history frame, as we see in

Carter Findley’s learned exploration of the life of Mouradgea d’Ohsson and his grandiose
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Tableau général de l’Empire Othoman.  Son of a French mother and an Armenian Catholic

father in Istanbul, Mouradgea d’Ohsson was translator and then diplomat for the Swedish

embassy in Istanbul, an entrepreneur and financier, and author of a multi-volumed work on

Islamic law and Turkish society and custom.  Findley describes the multiple cultural

encounters embedded within d’Ohsson’s life and publication as he moves back and forth

between Istanbul and Paris.

An analytical goal of some of the essays is an improved theory of causation regarding

an existing controversy.  For instance, David Eltis uses his long-term look at trans-Atlantic

immigration to demonstrate that the decline of slavery was brought about by anti-slavery

sentiment, not by a decline in profitability.  Eltis’s method here resembles that of traditional

quantitative history. Another analytical goal in these essays draws more fully on the

advantages of wide-canvas global history: to discover through interpretation and comparison

alternate historical paths and trajectories.  In Takeshi Hamashita’s picture of Pacific societies,

state-formation does not inevitably proceed in the direction of centralised sovereign polities.

Rather the suzerain-vassal tie, cemented by tribute gifts, is an alternate path, one given new

life recently by the ‘one country/two systems’ principle underlying Hong Kong’s connection

with China.  Nicola Di Cosmo undermines a familiar narrative in the history of technology,

military strength, and politics, in which the West had the successful path by which other

societies are evaluated.  Di Cosmo shows that the Manchus, without firearms and with fewer

men, won their earliest battles against the Ming army with its artillery through quick military

tactics.  Further, European scientific guidance bears fruit only when coupled with the

determination of the Manchus to organise for improved weaponry. But, once their rulership

was established, the Manchus decided not to seek an ever increasing army and ever improving

weaponry, but rather to keep down military expenses and prevent the extensive circulation of

firearms in the society at large.  Rather than judging this an inferior version of a western

model, Di Cosmo simply sets it out as a history alternate to that of western polities.

A few of the papers do seek a single overall narrative.  It is not, however, the ‘rise of

the West.’  The effort to avoid this common narrative has sometimes led courses in world

history to say rather little about western history and about the history of the United States in

particular.  ‘World history’ becomes, then, the history of non-western places and peoples.

Michael Adas’s paper highlights this omission, pointing out that American historians have

contributed to it themselves by insisting upon American ‘exceptionalism.’   In a sense all

societies have their ‘exceptional’ characteristics, and it is the task of the new global history to

seek ways to tell their stories together.
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The overall narrative offered in J. R. McNeill’s paper on biological exchange is from a

long pre-historical period when ‘most species stayed at home’ over centuries of movement to

the present period of world wide ‘homogenisation of ecosystems.’  A similar narrative often

holds together global histories organised around the theme of communication: from a world of

separate entities to a world of comprehensive exchange of information and goods.

The question remains whether a single master narrative is an adequate goal for global history.

I think not.  Master narratives are especially vulnerable to be taken over by patterns

characteristic of the historian’s time and place, however useful they may be for accounting for

some of the historical evidence.   If a new decentred global history is discovering important

alternate historical paths and trajectories, then it might also do well to let its big stories be

alternate or multiple.  The challenge for global history is to place these narratives creatively

within an interactive frame.
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Valery Tichkov, Russia
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European Technology and Manchu Power: Reflections on the ‘Military Revolution’ in

Seventeenth Century China

Nicola Di Cosmo

The debate over the ‘Military Revolution’, understood as one of the factors that not only

generated deep social and political changes in early modern Europe, but also played a large

role in the achievement of European supremacy over the rest of the world, has obvious

implications for the study of the diffusion of military technology outside Europe. While the

discussion over the introduction of European weaponry in Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and

elsewhere is by no means new, the ‘military revolution’ debate has amplified such a

discussion into a ‘world history’ issue. Recent articles, appeared mainly in the Journal of

World History, have questioned the relevance of military factors in the analysis of non-

European states and societies. The issues at stake encompass both ‘impact’ and ‘internal

transformation’. How far can we take the argument that European supremacy was achieved

mainly thanks to improvements in naval technology and weaponry? If we assume that military

innovation can bring about deeper social and political changes, did the introduction of new

weapons in non-European societies contribute significantly to their internal development? In

the end, the ‘military revolution’ is part of a larger debate that explores the ‘Rise of the West’

and the roots of colonialism in the early modern period.

In this paper I re-examine the introduction of European weaponry in China, but rather

than tracing when, where, and what happened, I focus on what seems to be a paradox in terms

of the military revolution debate. The paradox is that a state such as the Ming dynasty (1344-

1644), which had access early on to firearm technology, used it widely, and improved it with

the assistance of European agents and influential Christian convert, was eventually unable to

prevent the rise of Manchu power on its doorsteps. On the other hand, the Manchus were able

to learn quickly the advantages of the new technology, even though their military forces (the

‘Eight Banners’) are usually represented chiefly as a ‘nomadic army’ skilled at riding horses

and shooting arrows, the speed at which firearms were incorporated and firearm specialist

corps created is truly impressive. Moreover, after the establishment of the Qing dynasty

(1644-1912), the Manchus were able to enlist the support of European missionaries in

improving their firearm (especially cannon) arsenal. The guns engineered and cast under the

direction of the Belgian Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest were essential to the consolidation of

Manchu power internally (War of the ‘Three Feudatories’, 1673-1681), in the protection of
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the borders, especially against Russian encroachment (Albazin, 1685), and in the conquest of

Taiwan (1683).

In an effort to contribute to the broadening, as well as further contextualisation of the debate

over the ‘military revolution’, this paper will examine the role of European agents actively

involved in the transfer and production of military technology with the Chinese and North

Asian context, with special reference to the Manchu adoption and use of the new weapons and

to the role these weapons played in the Manchu conquest of China.
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World History: Beyond the Nation

Patricia Seed

Citizens of modern nations are taught to value their political heritage by learning a subject

called ‘history’ in many languages. But modern citizens share only this miniscule level of

meaning. They customarily seek to differentiate their national community from that of other

nations. An important part of that process is constructing their national history as especially

unique. But this anxiety for national differentiation impacts members of the historical

profession no less than it does other citizens because historians largely write for national, not

global audiences. As a result, national customs and concerns fundamentally determine how

professional historians read and judge the form and content of historical writing. To undo a

process so prejudicial to world history, historians must learn to set aside their anxiety for

differentiation, and learn to translate cultures, the critical task of decoding both the form and

the content of historical works in different national traditions.

Initially such translations must teach an appreciation for different styles of writing.

Long-time empiricist traditions of historical writing in Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands,

Denmark, Finland, Belgium, France, and Portugal do not follow the Anglo-Saxon ‘topic

sentence’ style of writing. And the well-known traditions of philosophically oriented history

in Spain and Germany have an entirely different style. Even when reading these works in

translation, cultural translation requires changing the readers' expectations of form as well as

content if understanding rather than jingoistic dismissal is the aim of the exercise

In addition to shaping the form of presentation, national political traditions also

customarily shape the agendas and characteristic topics of history. Because it is usually easier

to see the prejudice in your neighbor's eye than in your own, I commonly recommend that my

students read about a topic they think they know well, but written for a different national

audience. Even history written by close neighbors is highly instructive. Assigning a history of

Canada's First Nations, for example, is usually very instructive to someone who knows only a

US version of Native Americans.

Lest world history remain merely a neo-colonial fantasy, historians who aspire to write

‘global’ or ‘world’ must learn to transcend the political narcissism that lies at the heart of

history's form and content.
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A History of Maritime Asia and East Asian Regional Dynamism 1600-1900 – Maritime Asia

from Okinawa to the Hong Kong Networks

Takeshi Hamashita, Japan

Although globalisation seems to be a most appropriate keyword to explain and understand the

period of the turn of this century, we, at the same time, need to pay attention to various lively

tendency of localisation and regionalisation process. In other words, we can say that the

period of nation state and nationalism has been greatly changing in these decades.

The history of Asia has been discussed in various ways depending on how the region

is viewed. Historically, Asia was firstly seen by Europeans as a place outside and beyond

what they knew, and for a time Asians themselves adopted this regional perception of the

outsider. Spokesmen for such a perspective included Fukuzawa Yukichi, with his idea of

‘(Japan's) dissociation from Asia’, Okakura Tenshin’s concept of ‘Asia as one’, and Sun Yat-

sen’s ‘Greater Asia’. These ideas were fired by Asian nationalism or regionalism resisting the

forces of Europe; they were viewed in the East versus West perspective.

As Asia’s self-awareness grew, however, research was increasingly focused on the

motive forces of Asian history itself rather than comparisons with Europe.  Examples are

studies viewing Asia from civilizational and geopolitical perspectives or analysing the tribute

system that was based on the ‘middle kingdom-vs.-barbarian-state’ order.  This trend in

research led to studies of Ryukyu in the context of Asia and in intra-regional trade networks.

Later, there emerged in Asia hegemonic structures resulting from the colonial policies

of Japan and the European powers quite different from what had prevailed before, and at the

same time, nationalism and nation-building became issues of central concern.  This led to the

development of studies of Asia framed by the realities of the colonialist/imperialist age.

During this period, Ryukyu was incorporated, as Okinawa prefecture, into the fabric of

Japanese nationalism, but it retained its distinctive folklore, customs, and relations with the

surrounding region.

Here I try to trace back to the 18th century in which the tributary trade system in East

Asia and Southeast Asia was functioning as a wider regional system with a combination

between sovereignty and suzerainty in it. I also try to trace Ryukyu networks with overseas

Chinese merchants in it and then to explain how Hong Kong related migration and their

home-remittance to strengthen relationship between south China and Southeast Asia,

introducing financial business of foreign banks utilising overseas Chinese remittance
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networks. We also remind the role of seas of Asia in the history of overseas Chinese networks

and western participation to historical regional system of Asia.
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Amongst Feigned Friends and Declared Enemies

Leonard Blussé, the Netherlands

Situated in Asia amongst ‘feigned friends and declared enemies’, the servants of the Dutch

East India Company – the biggest western power officials in Asia during the seventeenth and

most of the eighteenth century – could choose between schenkagie (the pursuit of favourable

trading conditions through (tribute) gifts and diplomacy) or conquests (the conquest of land or

the coercion of favourable trade conditions through the medium of violence) as means of

establishing trade relations. The discussion pertaining to the use of force by Europeans in

early modem Asia has had new levels of research brought to it through publications by

Geoffrey Parker and other representatives of the so called ‘New Military History’.1 Yet it

would be wrong to suggest that Europeans generally seized local power by use of arms; on the

contrary, most of this power was negotiated. Unfortunately, no general study exists for

western diplomatic activities in Asia during the Early Modem Period. As far as the Dutch are

concerned, this is particularly noteworthy since the archive of the Dutch East India Company

contains a plethora of material for just such a study.

During the early modern period, the High Government of Batavia could conclude

treaties, wage war, administer justice, and establish settlements according to its own interests.

Although at first Dutch merchants were confused by their new surroundings, they quickly

learned to organise matters according to the customs and practices of the pluralistic Asian

societies about them. The establishment of trading stations here and there was made possible

through the conclusion of trade contracts, treaties of friendship, and military alliances.

Consequently, the Company representatives took part in all sorts of peculiar diplomatic

practices.

The crucial question is whether or not we can trace the means with which European

maritime trading companies were able to nestle in and around Asian empires, and what

agreements they made in the dynamic Asiatic region where they were established. This

question becomes even more important when one realises that the nature and character of

their presence in Asia noticeably changed between 1600 and 1800. After a long period of

acclimatisation the chartered European Trading Companies quite suddenly became important

territorial powers by the end of the eighteenth century. The English East India Company

expanded in less than fifty years from a trading body that possessed a number of scattered

factories along the coast of India, to the ruler of whole provinces with a population of more
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than 50 million people.2 In the Dutch case the same phenomenon occurred in Java, Ceylon,

and the Moluccas.

Historians have paid little attention to the diplomatic relations of the VOC and its

English rival. However large the VOC’s enterprise, the directors of that most powerful trade

operation in the world were conscious of their limitations. ‘The Indian world is too large for

us to possess everything, and the land here too small to dispatch the necessary power as the

colonies demand,’ wrote Governor General Van Diemen.  The Gentlemen XVII were in

complete agreement. The High Government in Batavia that served in Asia stated:

The best [way] is to submit to the laws of these Asian countries we deem it to be much
better for us to be subjected to the laws and customs of those lands than to resort to
arms, as long as it is tolerable and one can still trade profitably there.3

Agreements were concluded so that people could get along with – could tolerate – one

another. But what is actually known about these treaties? What do they tell us about the nature

of Dutch-Asian or for that matter European-Asian relations? How frequent and under what

circumstances where they concluded, and to what extent were they honoured?
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A Quixotic Author and His Great Taxonomy: Mouradgea d'Ohsson and His Tableau General

de l'Empire Othoman

Carter V. Findley, USA

Ignatius Mouradgea d'Ohsson's Tableau général de 1'Empire Othoman (Paris, 1787-1820)

remains one of the most valuable sources on the Ottoman Empire of the late eighteenth

century. An immense, multi-volume work profusely illustrated with engravings, such an opus

raises yet-unanswered questions about how it was produced and financed and what were the

author’s intentions.

Born in Izmir, the son of an Ottoman Armenian Catholic father and a French or

Levantine mother, d'Ohsson spent many years in the service of the Swedish embassy in

Istanbul, which he ultimately headed as minister.  In a period still untroubled by nationalist

conflict in the Ottoman Empire, he was appreciated in Ottoman official circles for his talents

and ability to serve as a go-between; his exact account of the Ottoman administrative system

reflects his lengthy experience in such matters. D'Ohsson was, as well, the son-in-law of a

rich Armenian who held important positions in government finance. D'Ohsson went to Paris

on leave from the Swedish embassy in 1784. Remaining there until 1791, he wrote his

magnum opus and financed the lavish illustrations and deluxe edition, until the French

Revolution wrecked his publishing project and destroyed his fortune. Making his way back to

Istanbul, he re-entered Swedish embassy service and rose to be chief of mission, until the

Ottoman government requested his replacement following the French invasion of Egypt in

1798. Retiring to France, he died in straitened circumstances in 1807; and his son completed

publication of the Tableau général when conditions in France again permitted, under the

Restoration monarchy.

D'Ohsson’s culture-broker role – a curious piece of eighteenth-century

cosmopolitanism – depended on the maintenance of friendly relations between the Ottoman

Empire, France, and Sweden. Given the state of Ottoman-Russian relations, this also required

that no one of these be on good terms with Russia. Indeed, d'Ohsson's Russophobia had a lot

to do with launching his Tableau Général in Europe, where its depiction of the Ottoman

Empire as a state with a sophisticated legal and administrative system appealed to intellectuals

not taken by presentations of Russia as an Enlightenment monarchy, with the Ottoman

Empire as its foil. In the highly unstable international environment created by the French

Revolution, the alignments d'Ohsson depended on could not last indefinitely. As Swedish
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minister in Istanbul, he survived a Swedish-Russian rapprochement, but not France's invasion

of Egypt, an Ottoman province.

Rich, intelligent, and reputedly a remarkable linguist, d'Ohsson was more a publicist

than a scholar. The Tableau is largely a compilation put together by heterogeneous means.

Yet its taxonomic layout, with vast amounts of information ordered and displayed en tableau,

corresponds clearly to contemporary European intellectual trends. Parts of the text are

uniquely valuable as sources on the Ottoman Empire of the late eighteenth century. The

engravings, closely co-ordinated with the text, form one of the richest funds of visual

documentation on the empire. And d'Ohsson’s overarching purposes of intervening in the

European debate on despotism while also legitimating the cause of reform in Istanbul are

powerfully sustained.  D’Ohsson and his work are overdue for systematic evaluation by

standards appropriate to his time.
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Free and Coerced Migrations: The Atlantic in Global Perspective

David Eltis, Canada

In the early modern Atlantic, however, for the first time in human history there appeared an

hemispheric ‘community’. Community in the sense used here, means that everyone living in it

had values which if they were not shared around the Atlantic were certainly reshaped in some

way by others living in different parts of the Atlantic basins, and, as this suggests, where

events in one small geographic area had the potential to stimulate a reaction - and not

necessarily just economic - thousands of miles away. Second, the migration was both ocean

borne and part of a larger expansion movement which saw Europeans and to a lesser extent

Africans move east as well as west, in the European case by land. Third, and most important,

more than half the migrants were patently unwilling to relocate - probably the first time in

human history that this had happened. Of those who were not forced, a very large number

travelled under obligations to others that meant the migrant effectively abandoned some basic

freedoms for several years after arrival. In the eastern manifestation of European expansion a

sizeable proportion of those who moved were serfs whose influence over whether or not they

migrated was probably not much different from that of a slave.

The rise and fall of African slavery in the Americas is better explained by changing

cultural values rather than by profit maximisation. Africans were able to turn away the

plantation complex from Africa, and into the Americas. The question of who would provide

the labour for that complex emerged from a European inability to enslave other Europeans,

and an African ability to see other African societies as eligible for enslavement and sale into

the Atlantic economy. Neither Africans nor Europeans would enslave members of their own

societies, but in the early modern period, Africans had a somewhat narrower conception of

who was eligible for enslavement than had Europeans. It was this difference in definitions in

eligibility for enslavement which explains the dramatic post 1640 rise of the coerced

component of transatlantic migration. Slavery, which had disappeared from north-west

Europe long before this point exploded into a far greater significance and intensity than it had

possessed at any point in human history. The major cause was a dissonance in African and

European attitudes toward slavery at the root of which lies culture, not economics. Without

this dissonance, given European attitudes there would have been no slavery in the Americas.

The collapse of the slavery based plantation complex was similarly marked by shifting

conceptions of who was eligible for enslavement - the effect this time being in the opposite
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direction in that by the late nineteenth century slavery was regarded as inappropriate for

anyone.
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From Settler Colony to Global Hegemon: Integrating the Exceptionalist Narrative of the

American Experience into World History

Michael P. Adas, USA

Working from one of the most enduring paradoxes manifested in American representations of

themselves and their history, I explore the uneasy relationship between mainstream narratives

of United States history and recent scholarship that attempts to situate the American

experience in broader or global frames of reference.  Beginning with the disconcerting

juxtaposition of assumptions of exceptionalism with convictions that the American historical

trajectory ought to serve as a model for the rest of humankind, which have improbably

coexisted since the early decades of colonisation along the Atlantic coast, I argue that both

positions are problematic. The first has led not only to overspecialisation and scholarly

myopia, it has also made for considerable resistance on the part of professional historians in

the United States to serious comparative analysis or attempts to conceptualise key

developments in American history as variants of broader global processes. Ironically, the

apparently contradictory presupposition that an inexorably progressive evolution of political

institutions and socio-economic structures in the United States ought to serve as the template

for all other societies has also proved a major obstacle to genuinely comparative and global

perspectives. Cross-cultural studies have been undertaken to identify differences in foreign

societies that might act as barriers to civilising, developmentalist or modernising (depending

on the time period and alien society in question) influences from the United States. America is

seen as the engine of the process of globalisation, and the outcomes privileged by this

hegemonic vision of recent world history center on the refashioning of ‘traditional’ or

‘underdeveloped’ societies and cultures into relatively homogenous entities that resemble the

United States in fundamental ways.

The longstanding reluctance on the part of scholars of United States history to

embrace, or even take seriously, comparative and global approaches to the study of history

has given way in recent decades to an increasing proliferation of major studies, and in some

cases seminal works, in each of these subfields. As Mark Bloch insisted that it would many

decades ago at an earlier world conference of historians in Oslo, comparative research has

played a leading role in defining the questions asked and the issues debated in fields as central

to United States history as slavery, racism, industrialisation, gender relations and immigration.

American comparativists have also produced an impressive corpus of works that are less
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dependent on the predominant concerns of historians of the United States. These studies have

provided new methodologies and revisionist interpretations of historical phenemona ranging

from peasant rebellions and social revolution to trade diasporas and the military

transformations that spread across the Afro-Eurasian ecumene in the early modern era.

Serious cross-cultural explorations have underscored both striking similarities and revealing

differences between central processes in American history and those of other societies that

include colonial settlement, frontier expansion, and the impact of scientific discovery and

technological innovation. From a global perspective, the full integration of the American

experience into the broader history of humankind has been shown to be vital to understanding

key themes in early modern history and essential for unravelling the complexities of the

modern era, particularly the long twentieth century.


